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Stocks tumble on fears of slowdown
Market has worst day
in 4 years as worries over
Chinese economy grow
By MATTHEW CRAFT
and BERNARD CONDON
ASSOCIATED PR E S S

NEW YORK — Growing
concerns about a slowdown in
China shook markets around
the world on Friday, driving

the U.S. stock market to its biggest drop in four years.
The rout started in Asia and
quickly spread to Europe, battering major markets in Germany and France. In the U.S.,
the selling started early and
never let up. Investors ditched
beaten-down oil companies,
as well as Netflix, Apple and
other technology darlings. Oil
plunged below $40 for the first
time since the financial crisis,
and government bonds rallied

as investors raced into hiding
spots.
“Investors are wondering,
if growth isn’t coming from
the U.S. or China, where is it
going to come from?” said Tim
Courtney, chief investment
officer of Exencial Wealth Advisors. “This is about growth.”
By the time it was over, the
Standard & Poor’s 500 index
had lost 5.8 percent for the
week, its worst weekly slump
since 2011. That leaves the

DOW’S WORST DAYS

main benchmark for U.S. investments 7.7 percent below its
all-time high — within shooting range of what traders call
a “correction,” a 10 percent
drop from a peak.
Markets began falling last
week after China announced
a surprise devaluation of its
currency, the yuan. Investors
have interpreted China’s move
as a sign that flagging growth
in the world’s second-largest

The index’s 10 largest single-day point losses:
■ Sept. 29, 2008:
■ Aug. 8, 2011:
-777.68 (-6.98%)
-634.76 (-5.55%)
■ Oct. 15, 2008:
■ April 14, 2000:
-733.08 (-7.87%)
-617.78 (-5.66%)
■ Sept. 17, 2001:
■ Oct. 27, 1997:
-684.81 (-7.13%)
-554.26 (-7.18%)
■ Dec. 1, 2008:
■ Aug. 21, 2015:
-679.95 (-7.70%)
−531.14 (−3.13%)
■ Oct. 9, 2008:
■ Aug. 10, 2011:
-678.91 (-7.33%)
-519.83 (-4.62%)

TURN TO STOCKS, PAGE A7

Apartment proposal near historic areas highlights tension between
SR’s urgent need for housing and residents’ desire to preserve neighborhoods

Design disagreement

US men
tackle
gunman
on train
France lauds 3 Americans
for disarming attacker who
wounded several passengers
By NADINE ACHOUI-LESAGE
and STEPHANIE SIEK
A S S O CI AT ED P R ES S

ALVIN JORNADA / The Press Democrat

Lea Goode-Harris has lived in her 1908 Queen Anne Victorian home in the Junior College neighborhood for 20 years. On her porch
Aug. 15, she looks toward a vacant lot two blocks east where an apartment complex has been proposed, irking many neighbors.
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developer’s plan to
build 20 new apartments near two of
northeast Santa Rosa’s
historic residential areas has
riled residents unaccustomed
to the project’s size and spare
contemporary architecture.
In the process, it has
revived a debate — largely
dormant during the post-recession years of housing
stagnation — over how the
city can encourage new
construction while preserving the character of existing
neighborhoods.
The way the City Council resolves the dispute in the com-
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OPPOSING VIEWS
Hedgpeth Architects

A rendering depicts the proposed North Street Apartments.
ing weeks could send a strong
message about how it views
the balance between these two
often-competing forces during
a period of intense political

pressure to increase the city’s
housing stock.
“This is something that is
going to come up again and
TURN TO DESIGN, PAGE A7

The proposal: A 20-unit apartment
complex up to 3 stories tall on North
Street between 13th and 14th streets.
Modern design: “Santa Rosa does
not … need forced history,” designer
and architect Warren Hedgpeth writes.
Compatibility questioned: “This
(design) was just so in-your-face,”
neighbor Joan Art says.

PARIS — One serves in the
Air Force, another recently
served in Afghanistan in the
National Guard, another is
studying physical therapy in
Sacramento — and all three
Americans are being hailed as
heroes for tackling and disarming a gunman they happened
to encounter on a high-speed
Amsterdam-to-Paris train.
Air Force serviceman Spencer Stone remained hospitalized
Saturday after being stabbed,
though the Pentagon said the
injury was not life-threatening.
Another passenger was wounded by a handgun in the attack
Friday night, according to a police union official.
It’s unclear whether there
was a political motive to the
gunman’s actions. French authorities are questioning the
attacker, identified by police as
a 26-year-old of Moroccan origin, and are expected to speak
to at least one of the Americans
on Saturday about what happened. Counterterrorism police
are leading the investigation,
according to the Paris prosecutor’s office.
French Interior Minister
Bernard Cazeneuve, speaking
in the northern French city of
Arras where the train was diverted, said the Americans
“were particularly courageous
and showed great bravery in
very difficult circumstances,”
and that “without their sangfroid we could have been confronted with a terrible drama.”
He called for caution before
jumping to conclusions. French
authorities are on heightened
alert after Islamic extremist attacks in January left 20 people
TURN TO TRAIN, PAGE A5

INSIDE

Unemployment ticks up,
but tourism makes gains
Hospitality positions surge
even as Sonoma County
jobless figure rises to 4.6%
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEM O C RAT

A surge in tourism helped to
ease seasonal job losses in Sonoma County in July as the county’s unemployment rate ticked
up to 4.6 percent, up slightly
from 4.3 percent in June but still
well below levels from a year

ago, the state Economic Development Department reported
Friday.
Sonoma’s jobless rate was the
sixth-lowest among California’s
58 counties and also below the
statewide rate of 6.2 percent and
the national rate of 5.3 percent.
A year ago, the county’s unemployment rate was 5.9 percent.
Unemployment in the 4 percent to 6 percent range is generally considered “full employment,” acknowledging there
will always be some people out
TURN TO JOBLESS, PAGE A7

SALE AND EXPANSION:

SR’s Autonet Mobile sells
Web connection technology
to auto parts giant Lear
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CHRISTOPHER CHUNG/ The Press Democrat

Eneyda Gomez turns down a bed Friday at the Fountaingrove Inn in
Santa Rosa. Sonoma County has enjoyed an increase in tourism, and
the hotel’s 124 rooms are “nearly full” most nights, a manager said.
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